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by rebalancing its workload, optimizing network usage, and reacting to changing
demands when its elastic partition shrinks or expands. Elastic partitions enable the
FFMK platform to allocate resources to an application dynamically during the life-
time of the application (see Figure 3b and 3c). The main task of the dynamic plat-
form management is to continuously optimize the utilization of the system by means
of an economic model. This economic model will include various aspects such as
throughput and energy efficiency, fairness among applications, resiliency, and qual-
ity of service. However, its details are still subject to research.

The dynamic platform management consists of two basic components: monitor-
ing and decision making. To achieve the scalability and resilience required for Ex-
ascale systems, we decided to use gossip algorithms for all cross-node information
dissemination of the monitoring component (see Section 4.2) and make decisions
decentralized where possible (see Section 4.3).

4.1 Application Model

To support dynamic management of applications on our platform, we require an ap-
plication model that is more flexible than the coarse-grained and static division of
work that common MPI implementations impose. In our model, the decomposition
of an application’s workload is decoupled from the number execution units or cores.
The units of decomposition are migratable tasks that communicate with each other
(see Figure 4). For example, a core may run multiple tasks (one after each other)
by preempting at blocking communication calls – a principle called overdecompo-
sition [2]. At an abstract level, tasks are units which generate load for different hard-
ware resources (e. g. cores, caches, memory, and network bandwidth) and the OS/R
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L4 + L4LINUX

L4 Microkernel / Hypervisor

Core Core Core Core Core

Linux 
App 

L4 microkernel controls the node 
Light-weight and low-noise 
Virtualization: L4Linux on L4 microkernel 
Unmodified Linux programs (MPI, …) 
Linux process = L4 task + L4 threads 
Linux syscalls / exceptions:  
generic forwarding to L4Linux kernel
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DECOUPLING: EP

Adam Lackorzynski, Carsten Weinhold, Hermann Härtig, "Decoupled: Low-Effort Noise-Free 
Execution on Commodity Systems", ROSS 2016, June 2016, Kyoto, Japan
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Checkpoint Scheduling

Total Lifetime Tests

Figure: Changing jobs total lifetime by increasing SSD no. using online and

o�ine (two variants) scheduling algorithms
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CHECKPOINTING

Economic model to optimize checkpointing: 

Application lifetime vs checkpoint interval 
Scheduling of checkpoints to reduce 
conflicts on SSD burst buffers  

Online vs offline scheduling examined
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Four objectives of dynamic load balancing
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DIFFUSION

Slide 3

Motivation: Di<usive Load Balancing

Fully distributed method

• Local operations lead to global 
convergence

Practical application is rare

• Well described since the 1990's

• Only few papers show real use in HPC

Motivation of this work

• Performance comparison to other
state-of-the-art methods at large scale

Cybenko,
Dynamic Load Balancing for 
Distributed Memory 
Multiprocessors,
J. Parallel Distr. Com. 7(2), 1989.

Watts, Taylor,
IEEE T. Parall. Distr. 9, 1998.

Diekmann, Preis, Schlimbach, 
Walshaw,
Parallel Computing 26(12), 2000.

Schloegel, Karypis, Kumar,
SC 2000.

Load per node over iterationsLoad per node over iterations
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DIFFUSION RESULTS

Slide 14

Performance Comparison: 1Ki-8Ki weak scaling

Max tasks 
sent+received 
among all procs

= 
max(lv)

avg (lv)
 − 1

Max number of 
task mesh edges 
cut by partition 
borders among 
all procs

Median run time of 61 runs on 
Taurus, Intel Haswell + In8niband 
FDR cluster with Intel MPI,
error bars show 25/75 percentiles

Iterations until 
Gows lead to 
0.1% imbalance 
(before task 
selection)

• Di<usion leads to smallest migration

• Di<usion achieves very good edge cut

• Di<usion run time ca. 2 ms for 8192 processes, Zoltan much slower

Matthias Lieber, Kerstin Gößner, Wolfgang E. Nagel, "The Potential of Diffusive Load Balancing at 
Large Scale", EuroMPI 2016, June 2016, Edinburgh, United Kingdom
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STEP 1: GOSSIP
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STEP 2: CORRECTION
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Two-stage algorithm: gossip + correction 

Main advantage: scalability and resilience 
(continues to work in presence of failures) 

Works for: fault-tolerant broadcast 

Next step: extend to operations that 
include barrier semantics 
Future: use in MPI?

24

Torsten Hoefler, Amnon Barak, Amnon Shiloh and Zvi Drezner, "Corrected Gossip Algorithms for 
Fast Reliable Broadcast on Unreliable Systems", Accepted for IPDPS'17, Orlando, FL, USA

FT COLLECTIVES
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Decoupled threads: reduced noise 

Checkpointing: Economic model 

Diffusion: may be efficient alternative 

Corrected Gossip: fault-tolerant broadcast 

Work in progress: integrate monitoring + 
gossip + decision making + migration
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SUMMARY

SPPEXA – Findings & Goals

   Massive parallelism (on- and cross-chip) 
requires fundamentally new concepts

   Not “racks without brains”, but software is 
the key to this paradigm shift

   Fundamental research (   DFG), in contrast to 
other (more application-oriented) initiatives 
(   German Federal Ministry of E & R)

   Establish collaborative, interdisciplinary 
co-design of HPC applications and HPC 
methods

   Focus on six research directions:
 Computational algorithms
 Application software
 Programming
 System software
 Data management and exploration
 Software tools

SPPEXA – Implementation

  Two three-year funding 
phases

  Overall budget of 
3,7 M  per year

  Funded via DFG’s 
strategy fund

  Interdisciplinary consortia 
of 3–5 groups

  Consortia address at least two 
of SPPExa’s six research directions

  Two-stage application process with 
(1) sketches and (2) full proposals

  Global strategic coordination, following 
the established procedures of Collaborative 
Research Centres (SFB)

  Close collaboration with respective inter-
national programmes intended

w w w . s p p e x a . d e

SPPEXA – Chronology

   2006: discussion in the German Research 
Foundation (DFG) on the necessity of a 
funding initiative for HPC software

   2010: initiative out of German HPC commu-
nity, referring to increasing activities on HPC 
software elsewhere (USA: NSF, DOE; Japan; 
China; G8)

   2010: discussion with DFG’s Executive 
Committee, suggestion of a fl exible, 
strategically initiated SPP

   2011: submission of the proposal, inter-
national reviewing, and formal acceptance

   2012: Review of project sketches and full
proposals

SPPEXA – Current Status

   68 sketches handed in, overall volume 
of 19 M  per year applied for

   80 different universities, institutes and 
companies represented by 240 national 
and 15 international PIs

  24 sketches invited for full proposals 
  13 full proposals accepted for funding
   Launch of programme and projects in 

January 2013

German Priority Programme 1648
“Software for Exascale Computing”
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